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The first public presentation of a working BCI in Poland:

University of Warsaw, Faculty of Physics,


Letnia Szkoła Fizyki, June 2008.


A decade of BCI research in Poland 
(and few decades worldwide)
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The Neuralink team:


Paul Merolla, who spent the last seven years as the lead chip designer at IBM on their SyNAPSE program, where he led 
the development of the TrueNorth chip—one of the largest CMOS devices ever designed by transistor count nbd. Paul 
told me his field was called neuromorphic, where the goal is to design transistor circuits based on principles of brain 
architecture.


Vanessa Tolosa, Neuralink’s microfabrication expert and one of the world’s foremost researchers on biocompatible 
materials. Vanessa’s work involves designing biocompatible materials based on principles from the integrated circuits 
industry.


Max Hodak, who worked on the development of some groundbreaking BMI technology at Miguel Nicolelis’s lab at Duke 
while also commuting across the country twice a week in college to run Transcriptic, the “robotic cloud laboratory for the 
life sciences” he founded.

DJ Seo, who while at UC Berkeley in his mid-20s designed a cutting-edge new BMI concept called neural dust—tiny 
ultrasound sensors that could provide a new way to record brain activity.


Ben Rapoport, Neuralink’s surgery expert, and a top neurosurgeon himself. But he also has a PhD in Electrical 
Engineering from MIT, allowing him to see his work as a neurosurgeon “through the lens of implantable devices.”


Tim Hanson, whom a colleague described as “one of the best all-around engineers on the planet” and who self-taught 
himself enough about materials science and microfabrication methods to develop some of the core technology that’ll be 
used at Neuralink.
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Facebook F8 - Developer Conference April 2018

At F8 2017, Facebook revealed it has a team of 60 engineers working on building a brain-computer interface that will let you 
type with just your mind without invasive implants. The team plans to use optical imaging to scan your brain a hundred times 
per second to detect you speaking silently in your head, and translate it into text.

Regina Dugan, the head of Facebook’s R&D division Building 8, explained to conference attendees that the goal is to 
eventually allow people to type at 100 words per minute, 5X faster than typing on a phone, with just your mind.



Nothing new about FB and Neuralink BCI for over a year.  

high role of specific 
know-how, 
experience and 
scholarship 

lack of noninvasive, 
unobtrusive sensors 

hard to spot artifacts 
and lack of online 
monitoring tools 

fastest modality 
(SSVEP) can induce 
photo-epileptic 
attacks
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our solutions
close link between industry and Academia 

potential of the world’s first full Neuroinformatics 
curriculum at the University of Warsaw 

less sensors, better hardware 

stable software with task-specific tools like BCI control 
panel 

SSVEP in high frequencies (BCI Appliance)
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BCI Appliance



BCI Appliance
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BCI Appliance

Thursday Today :)
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based upon TI ADS 1299 chip

EEG amplifier
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1. online impedance measurement 

2. resolution   24 bits   44 nV / bit 

3. range +/- 373.5mV 

4. impedance 1GΩ 

5. sampling frequency 500 Hz 

6. internal noise 1.16 µV p2p;  0.165 µV RMS (20.6 b) 

7. input noise on the connector 0.2 µV; 1.43  µV Ωp2p (20.3 b) 

8. power consumption 24 mA  (15 hours on a single charge) 

9. USB-C charging port
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EEG amplifier
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EEG amplifier
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headset: first prototypes :) 
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REGULACJA DŁUGOŚCI Z PRZODU – DOPASOWANIE DO OBWODU GŁOWY - KONCEPCJE          
symetryczne zapięcie na rzepy, ze szlufką do zahaczania pasków

KONCEPCJE – nowe koszyki na elektrody i odgiętka - zasada połączenia bagnetowego

KONCEPCJE - nowe gniazda elektrod
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headset 
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SZKICE KONCEPCJI KOLORYSTYCZNYCH

KONCEPCJA SPECJALNEGO MOCOWANIA

MAKIETY
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BCI Control Panel

BCI Control Panel: SEE, UNDERSTAND, LEARN 
SSID: Braintech-konferencja

pass: BRAINTECH
http://konferencja.braintech.pl
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